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crafting tip

Nicely snowy.
Your perfect winter day in 
mini format!
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You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

level of difficultyproduction time
15 min

39 498 000   Plastic mini cake stand with dome bell 2 pcs
46 320 000   Plastic miniatures Sledge for children 2 pcs
46 319 000   Plastic miniatures Deer 3 pcs
66 067 000   Deco-fir tree, snow-covered 3 pcs
38 013 000   Modelling snow 2/3 bag
39 421 120   Effect-glitter, ultrafine, irides., moonstone some
55 763 616   Lurex tape, gold 20 cm
60 977 102 Glitter Tape, 8 mm, white 20 cm
33 395 00 Special double-sided adh.tape, highly transp. 40 cm

Additionally you need:
38 031 00  Metallic spatula with flexible blade
89 380 00   Craft scissors

Used items:

1  Take the modelling snow out of the bag by means of the metallic spatula 
and model it in the form of a hill and a snowy landscape as a ground. 
At the stand with the sledder, trace the tracks of the toboggan run.

2  Strew the effect-glitter over the still wet modelling snow. Now, push 
slightly the sledder, the trees and the deer into the modelling snow. 
Let it all dry well out overnight.

3  Now, stick onto the rim of the mini stand cake, at first the double-sided 
adhesivetape, then affix thereon the lurex tape.

4  Stick the glitter tape onto the other mini stand cake.
Regarding the glitter tape, it is recommended to halve the tape 
and work with a width of 4 mm. This results in fewer wrinkles when 
covering with the adhesive tape.

To seal the dome bell, you can use small pieces of the double-sided
adhesive tape.

Tip: The mini cake stands look also great while being hung.
For this purpose, a nice string can be used as a suspension.

Instructions:




